Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement (CJR)

Monmouth Medical Center is participating in a Medicare initiative called the Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement (CJR) model. The CJR model aims to promote quality and financial accountability for care surrounding lower-extremity joint replacement (LEJR) procedures, commonly referred to as hip and knee replacements and/or other major leg procedures.

Monmouth Medical Center is working closely with the doctors and other health care providers and suppliers who will care for you during and following your hospital stay and extending through the recovery period. By working together, your health care providers and suppliers are planning more efficient, high quality care as you undergo treatment. Medicare will monitor your care to ensure you and others are receiving high quality care.

Monmouth Medical Center has entered into financial arrangements with collaborating health care providers and suppliers who are engaged in care redesign with the hospital and who may furnish health care services to you during your episode of care. Under these agreements, Monmouth Medical Center may share payments received from Medicare as a result of reduced episode spending and hospital internal cost savings with collaborating providers and suppliers.

The following list includes health care providers and suppliers that have established a collaborator agreement with Monmouth Medical Center in order to share in financial rewards and/or losses in the CJR model:

- David B. Dickerson, MD
  780 Route 37 W, Suite 330
  Toms River, NJ 08755
  1200 Eagle Ave
  Ocean, NJ 07712

- David Chalnick, MD
  35 Gilbert St S,
  Tinton Falls, NJ 07701
  Christopher Spagnola, MD
  1200 Eagle Ave
  Ocean, NJ 07712

- Mark Gesell, MD
  776 Shrewsbury Ave #105
  Tinton Falls, NJ 07701
  Arthur Mack, MD
  1200 Eagle Ave
  Ocean, NJ 07712

- Arthur Vassen, MD
  1200 Eagle Ave
  Ocean, NJ 07712
  Kenneth Chern, MD
  1200 Eagle Ave
  Ocean, NJ 07712

- Aaron Green, MD
  1200 Eagle Ave
  Ocean, NJ 07712
  Haralambos Demetriades, MD
  1200 Eagle Ave
  Ocean, NJ 07712
Christopher Collins, MD
1200 Eagle Ave
Ocean, NJ 07712

Paul Haynes, MD
1200 Eagle Ave
Ocean, NJ 07712

Kevin McDaid, MD
1200 Eagle Ave
Ocean, NJ 07712

Bertrand Parcells, MD
1200 Eagle Ave,
Ocean, NJ 07712

Praveen Valamanchili, MD
1200 Eagle Ave,
Ocean, NJ 07712

Sunil Thacker, MD
1200 Eagle Ave,
Ocean, NJ 07712